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Abstract: A greenhouse is an essential tool for 
home gardens to protect delicate plants from the 
weather. But, how do you find an appropriate 
greenhouse if your backyard garden space is very 
small? My answer was to build one. For my project, 
using environmental engineering, I created an 
environmentally-friendly greenhouse for my mom’s 
small garden space. With “upcycled” plastic CD 
cases and old wooden picture frames along with 
store-bought wood slats, I successfully designed 
and built a strong, lightweight, CD case greenhouse 
that met my mom’s gardening needs, saved plastic 
from the landfill, and perfectly fit our long and 
narrow raised bed. My design has innovations that 
include removable magnetic doors on the roof, 
handles to help move the structure, ventilation, and 
double insulated walls by using closed CD cases. 
Most importantly, it works. After the below freezing 
temperatures this February, all the plants were 
healthy and warm.  

Engineering an environmentally friendly greenhouse with 
upcycled CD cases to fit any garden space



Introduction
My mom loves to work in the garden and has a small raised bed in our backyard where she grows vegetables. She 
would like a mobile greenhouse to protect her sprouts from the weather, but none of the greenhouses available to buy 
fit our long and narrow gardening space (23’x 3’). Working with my mom in the garden one day, I began to wonder if, 
instead of us buying one, I could make a greenhouse for her. I started my design process by asking my mom what she 
would want in a greenhouse. We talked about her preferred size, location in the raised bed, and any features (like how 
to access the plants inside). After taking notes and making sketches of different greenhouse designs for her to choose 
from, I began to think about the materials I should use. My mom always tries to be environmentally friendly by 
recycling and composting, so I decided I would definitely want to include reused materials. After some research, I 
found an idea on building a greenhouse with plastic CD cases that really interested me. While my design would need 
to be a lot bigger and complicated than the model I found online, it was a great place to start and innovate from. 

For my science project, I will engineer a greenhouse designed specifically for my mom’s raised bed garden out of 
“upcycled” plastic CD jewel cases.The greenhouse will be mobile and have a strong frame, insulated walls, and 
ventilation. Importantly, it will also have an entrance big enough for my mom to reach in and take care of the plants. 
My greenhouse design will not only positively impact my mom, her plants, and the environment, it can also help many 
other backyard gardeners who have small gardening spaces create their own personalized greenhouses. 



Research
I researched the following topics as part of my project:
❖ How do greenhouses work? - To be able to build a greenhouse, I first researched the science behind how they 

work. I learned that greenhouses turn light energy into heat energy, and just like the effect of global warming, it 
traps that heat inside. This process keeps plants from freezing in the winter. However, greenhouses can also get 
overheated, which could kill the plants. This information helped me better design my greenhouse and its features.

❖ Materials needed to make a greenhouse -  I learned that greenhouses need a transparent covering (plastic or 
glass) and something to keep it all together (adhesives like glue or fasteners like screws). Later, once I decided on 
the CD case design, I looked up the best adhesive for polystyrene (the type of plastic CD cases are made out of) 
and purchased a glue based on best quality and price. For the frame, I will  use screws and glue as fasteners.     

❖ General greenhouse design - I created a needs assessment for my mom on what she wants in a greenhouse. 
With that information, I then researched different greenhouse designs to determine which one might work best in 
our garden and for her needs. My research included greenhouse shapes, materials, and features.

❖ Upcycled greenhouse designs - While doing research, I learned about “upcycling”, creatively reusing household 
materials for a new purpose. On this same website, I found some interesting environmentally friendly greenhouse 
designs using upcycled windows, plastic bottles, and plastic CD cases, among other items. 

❖ CD case greenhouse design- Because of my love for music, the design with CD cases interested me the most. 
After more research, I found a website that discussed making mini greenhouses with CD cases. Based on this 
lesson, I designed a larger greenhouse with several innovations that would better match the structure and 
features my mom was looking for. 



Prediction
Problem: How do I design and engineer a greenhouse that meets the gardening needs of my mom, fits on our small 
raised garden bed, is mobile, and is environmentally friendly?

Solution: If I design a greenhouse combining the information I learned from my online research and the results of a 
needs assessment with my mom, I can successfully engineer a light, but strong, environmentally friendly structure 
made with plastic “upcycled” CD cases specifically created to fit our raised bed garden and my mom’s needs. The 
structure will have everything my mom asked for in my greenhouse needs assessment and that a greenhouse requires: 
a strong wood frame to withstand the wind, insulated walls to protect her sprouts against the cold, ventilation to help not 
overheat in the summer, an entrance big enough for her to reach in and take care of the plants, and easily moved to 
different areas. 

Innovations: Innovations I made to my design include: removable magnetic doors on the roof; handles to help move 
the structure; ventilation; double insulated walls by using closed CD cases, and; a wooden frame that combines 
upcycled wooden picture frames with store-bought wood slats.



Materials
● 88 plastic CD jewel cases and 12 tray inserts
● Wood (new slats and recycled picture frames)

○ four 43 and 7/16’’ long x ¾” thick slats
○ four 26 and 7/16’’ long x ¾’’ thick slats
○ eight 10’’ x ¾’’ thick slats
○ one flat 28” slat
○ two 4.5” x ¾” slats
○ two flat 4.5” slats

● Adhesives - Loctite Clear Silicone, E6000, and Elmer's Carpenter’s Wood Glue
● Fasteners - Grip Rite Fas’ners 1 x 1/4’’ screws
● Latex gloves
● Eight 60x10x3mm Magnets
● Table saw and/or hand saw
● Drill
● Measuring tape
● Safety glasses
● Screwdriver
● Masking tape
● Clamps
● Ruler(s) (optional) 
● Hairdryer (optional)  



Procedures
1) Determine the design and features of the greenhouse 
through a needs assessment. 
2) Draw the design and make a plan 
3) Calculate the amount of CD cases and lengths of wood 
needed based on the design. The number of CD cases was 
calculated by using the case dimensions (5.5” x 5”) and 
finding how many fit the design’s length, height and depth, 
plus the removable roof/doors. It may not be an exact fit, so 
make adjustments to the design as needed (see Results). 
4) Clean the CD cases and remove any stickers and the 
insert trays. Set aside 12 trays to use for ventilation. These 
should all be clear plastic to allow light to come through. 
TIP: Use a hairdryer to remove stickers. This works because 
the heat melts the sticker glue and makes is easy to peel.
5) Collect the other materials needed. See materials list.
6) Cut the wood slats to the correct lengths using a table 
saw. A hand saw was used to cut shorter pieces. Wear 
safety glasses. All cutting was done with an adult.

NOTE: In this project, I used 88 CD cases and 12 ventilation 
trays. Ventilation was created by using the insert trays 
located inside the CD cases. 

Needs assessment Final design sketch

Removing stickers Measuring and using the table saw



Procedures
7) With an adult’s help, mark and drill holes, then insert screws to connect the four 43” 7/16 slats to four 10” slats. Dab 
Elmer’s Wood Glue where the two slats will be connected to increase strength. Use a screwdriver to tighten.  
8) Use clamps to hold wood tight and let dry overnight
9) Use wood glue to attach the four 26” 7/16 slats to the 10” slats. Dry overnight. 
10) Repeat this step until the wooden frame is complete
11) Add a center slat using the 28” flat piece to the middle of the frame. This will be the top of the frame.

Drilling holes for screws Tightening the screws Clamping the center slatMarking where to drill



Procedures
12) Glue one 4.5” x ¾” wood slat halfway down the 27.5” 
side with Elmer’s (see photo). Let dry. These will be handles 
to help move the greenhouse and to place the magnets 
13) Glue one flat 4.5” slat onto each of the 4.5” x ¾” slats 
with Elmer’s.  Let dry. This will be where the side magnets 
are glued on so the side is equal height as the center slat. 
14) Lay out the first set of CDs. Add a ventilation tray after 
every 2 CD cases (see photos on next slide)
15) Use Loctite to begin gluing the CDs together. Wear latex 
gloves. Make sure all the CDs are facing the same direction. 
Use masking tape to hold the CDs together tightly as they 
dry (see photo). 
NOTE: I switched from Loctite to E6000 glue during the 
project, see more information on why in Results and 
Conclusion/ Discussion sections. 

Finished frame with 4.5” slats added Gluing CD cases

CD cases and ventilation drying and held tight with masking tape



Procedures
16) Once one side of CDs are glued together, let dry overnight. Repeat for all other sides. 
Each 27.5” side should have 2 rows with a total of 8 CDs and 2 ventilation trays and each 
44” side should have 2 rows with a total of 12 CDs and 4 ventilation trays (see photos)
17) Lay a completed side on the frame and glue down with Loctite/E6000. Make sure to 
line up the cases with the frame as best possible. Let each side dry overnight. TIP: Use 
rulers to keep the CDs in place as the glue dries and a towel to keep them from 
scratching
18) Use Elmer’s to glue one 10” slat to each of the 4 rows of CDs and the frame at the 
midway point. Let dry. NOTE: For this part, I used upcycled wooden picture frames. 

Gluing CD cases onto the frame All sides placed and drying Gluing supports with upcycled frame

Using rulers to keep the long sides 
straight while drying. The is 1 

ventilation tray for every 2 CD cases



Procedures
19) Make two removable doors on 
the roof by laying out and gluing 6 
rows of 4 CDs (29.5” x 22.5”). Use 
Loctite/E6000. Do not add ventilation 
trays. Let dry overnight.
20) Use Loctite/E6000 to glue 
magnets halfway down the center 
slat and onto the 4.5” sides of the 
frame. 
21) Use Loctite/E6000 to glue 
magnets halfway down the 29.5” side 
of each door. Measure to make sure 
they align with the magnets already 
glued to the frame. TIP: Double 
check to make sure you place the 
magnets on the correct side (one 
north/one south) so they stick 
together. Magnets glued on the frame

Doors drying

Close up on magnet on handle

Finished door

Magnet on door



Procedures
22) Place greenhouse into desired location in the garden. Place the doors onto the top to complete the roof.

 Final product with doors in garden                                                            

Final product without doors in garden



Results
My goal was to build a greenhouse out of old CD cases that protected my moms plants and fit our small garden. My original 
design was to build a structure 28” deep, 12” tall and 48” long with removable doors on the roof. In the end, I successfully 
engineered a greenhouse that worked as I had planned and met my mom’s needs, with some adjustments (see below and the 
Conclusion/Discussion slide). I am confident my design worked because, during the below freezing temperatures on Feb 3rd 
and 4th, the greenhouse protected our plants from the cold. While I made some mistakes along the way, I learned a lot about the 
engineering process, and I am sure that these lessons will help me the next time I want to design and build something. 
Changes to Original Size 
❖ I had to make changes during the engineering process. My mom asked for a structure 28”deep, 12” tall and 48” long. 

However, because of the size of the CD cases (approximately 5” x 5.5”), we agreed to adjust the dimensions and decided 
on 27.5” deep, 10” tall, and 44” long

Math Errors
❖ I needed to remeasure some of the wood slats, due to a math error in my original calculation. Due to this same error, I 

also had to add an extra row of CD cases on each of the doors
Material and Design Changes 
❖ I had to use glue instead of screws to build some of the frame because the wood was not thick enough for two screws to 

fit in the corners. Thankfully, the change worked and the frame is still very strong
❖ I switched adhesives from Loctite to E6000 halfway through the construction. Both of the Loctite tubes leaked from the 

bottom and made a huge, sticky mess. E6000 worked great with no problems
❖ I decided to make the sides more stable (they were floppy in the middle), so I cut up old wooden picture frames and glued 

them to the frame and CDs halfway down each side. This solution worked and the sides do not move anymore 



Conclusion/Discussion
Did it Work?
Yes, after a few weeks of design and construction, the final product was successful. I know this because the greenhouse did well 
in below freezing temperatures and protected the plants. Most importantly, even though I had to make some changes in the 
process (see changes below), my mom was happy with the greenhouse and it fit the garden space. 
What went wrong?  
❖ Due to a math error, I had to remeasure some wood slats. I forgot to consider that when the slats come together in a corner 

with the 10” slat, you need to remove the width of each slat that you are joining in your math calculations. So, I had to 
subtract 1 ½” from each 45” and 28” slat. Thankfully, I caught the error before we made the cuts. 

❖ I had to add an extra row of CD cases on the doors because they were too short to cover the frame
❖ I had to use Elmer’s glue on some pieces of the frame instead of only screws because the wood was not thick enough to 

use two screws in the corners
❖ I had to switch the plastic glue midway through the process because the Loctite was making a mess. The E6000 glue that I 

switched to was much easier to squeeze and less messy
What would I do differently?
❖ I would use E6000 from the beginning of the project because the Loctite tubes were making a mess and they were hard to 

squeeze
❖ I would build an all-upcycled wooden frame by using old picture frames instead of buying wood. I could buy the frames 

from Goodwill for less than I paid at Home Depot for new slats, and it would help the environment
Will I continue the project?
❖ My project was successfully completed. I will use my experience to improve my design in the future.



Scientific Journal

Brainstorming ideas

Needs assessment
3 design options for my mom to choose from

Original design sketch Final design sketches
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